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Share this:

Like this: 3 bloggers like this post.

~ by anticultist on May 16, 2010.

Posted in Zeitgeist venus project conspiracies 

Tags: cult, Jacque Fresco, monetary system, peter joseph, religion, the venus project, the zeitgeist movement

34 Responses to “Anonymous are onto the Zeitgeist Movement”

1. It seems these videos [that were in this reply] were removed, probably that TVPchallenge kid Brandy Hume crying about being publicly
humiliated.

well there is always this below to view
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http://tinyurl.com/3ys8odr

 anticultist said this on May 16, 2010 at 10:49 pm | Reply

2. http://www.youtube.com/user/anon4allofus

 anticultist said this on May 16, 2010 at 10:50 pm | Reply

3. rocking! seems like it all starts to fall all at one time eh?

I would appreciate the help of you and your patrons here in actually following Brans example and bringing me fully quoted evidence to these
threads.

——————-

http://www.rbefoundation.com/grouptopic.php?f=56&t=2233&p=12733#p12733

if you look at my resume area personal me page…

This weighs heavily on my mind. I don’t want to be unfair as a judge, or to be mean in looking at a difficult problem.

For this reason, I am going to uberfocus for the next 6 weeks on only the positive and then return to review the evidence
that others place before me.

If you or anyone would like to carry on a simultaneous exploration of the best points and the positives, please do also start
this in the appropriate brainstorm area threads by importing all of the good things you can find to our site.
:D :ugeek:

This will be done in any case; Sooner or later as an aspie speed reader the worm will turn; I will get bored from all of being sysyphus and
pushing the boulder of humanities evolutionary tipping point up that hill. And then me and many yellowdragons Talons will be roaming the

hillsides with that boulder parked somewhere it won’t roll.

And I will still be a speed reader, and an aspie, but i then i will have a months worth of being away from them…
and people will have delivered the evidence to the forum.
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We will take all of the gems we can, and thats the important part of the brainstorm area; its gems.

In demonstration of right action, then, [quote]the plan is for me to deposit mine[/quote] first and let you guys add in anything TVP has

to say after.

Or, the other way. Ready; ? Set? Go? (I have a head start, but you may be able to find ten other people to help?)
;) :D

So, you have a one month reprieve in which to demonstrate that the knowledge and gems which TVP has collected is
superior in quality to the ones I have.

While I am way ahead and winning at this point here on this site, the fair warning is out. We will be openly cross comparing
my virtual 20 PhDs with their combined virtual 5 Bachelors, and, That will turn out about like you would expect.
:D :ugeek: :ugeek: :ugeek: :ugeek: :ugeek: :ugeek: :ugeek: :ugeek: :!:
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http://www.rbefoundation.com/grouptopic.php?f=389&t=2129

http://www.rbefoundation.com/grouptopic.php?f=389&t=2127

http://www.rbefoundation.com/grouptopic.php?f=389&t=2130

http://www.rbefoundation.com/grouptopic.php?f=389&t=2166

http://www.rbefoundation.com/grouptopic.php?f=389&t=2168

 prometheuspan said this on May 17, 2010 at 12:17 am | Reply

4. Whoa….

 BranManFloMore said this on May 17, 2010 at 12:26 am | Reply
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whoa indeed !
I saw it linked and thought it was kinda funny that some anon peeps have been following whats happening.

 anticultist said this on May 17, 2010 at 12:56 am | Reply

5. I’m not even slightly surprised.

 Brentonq said this on May 17, 2010 at 3:19 am | Reply

6. I’m guessing that anon4allofus is just another former member of TZM, though it would be kind of funny if people showed up at the ZDay events
wearing Guy Fawkes masks.

 Sky said this on May 17, 2010 at 4:42 am | Reply

some ex members were in 4chan and anon members in the early days sky.
But you could be right.

 anticultist said this on May 17, 2010 at 12:22 pm | Reply

http://thezeitgeistmovement.com/joomla/index.php?
option=com_kunena&Itemid=99999&func=view&id=195818&catid=233#195818

Yup, Anonymous was there once.

 BranManFloMore said this on May 17, 2010 at 2:09 pm

7. The only part of these videos that was notewothy was Peters admission of being anti-credentialism should certainly cast doubt in the minds of
Douglas Mallette or any of the remaining scientists left in that lost cause. Although he does make a good pont listening to the moderators bicker

and fight amongst each other can be funny at times.

 Shane Nolan said this on May 17, 2010 at 1:34 pm | Reply
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8. This video pretty much says it all peter merola is full of shit, Fresco and Roxannie are full of shit, Zeitgeist movement is full of shit, and venus
project is full of shit!

If you have any credentials at all and disagree with TZM/TVP watch out!

 Billll said this on May 17, 2010 at 4:05 pm | Reply

9. I was just thinking their may be a connection between “anon4allofus” and “4allofus” website as MattG the owner of http://www.4allofus.com/
and dislikes TZM/TVP very much. Seems a bit odd but could be a possibility.

 Billll said this on May 17, 2010 at 6:16 pm | Reply

Probably best not to pin point any particular person just yet, anon is a pretty large group of individuals who do their own thing, but yeah
thats a similar thing in the name.

 anticultist said this on May 17, 2010 at 6:18 pm | Reply

10. yeah I don’t think it is though it’s just coincidence. To be honest I think the guy that was trying to incorporate anonymous into TZM I think he
made the youtube but it’s speculation. Indeed it could be anybody and yes anonymous is by far a huge very diverse group indeed.

 Billll said this on May 17, 2010 at 6:23 pm | Reply
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11. 

 anticultist said this on May 17, 2010 at 8:37 pm | Reply

12. zeitgeist opposes Co$
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 codi dickers said this on May 19, 2010 at 12:05 am | Reply

Codies reply:
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 anticultist said this on May 19, 2010 at 12:39 am | Reply

I wonder how the Zeitgeist Movement’s attempts to get a restraining order against Plautus Satire/Codie are going.

 Sky said this on May 19, 2010 at 2:27 am

hahaha @ Codie dickers, I heard that was VTV posing as Plautus Satire in that video you have there lol. apparently VTV is also Lisa on
CS forum as well, he’s trying to troll it. much like I will assume the account and youtube is made by VTV as well… Totally fabricated

evidence that’s what TZM/TVP does.

 Vanonymous said this on May 19, 2010 at 10:29 am | Reply

13. http://www.youtube.com/user/anonxposer

Another anon hahahaha

shit zeitgeist is in trouble !
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 anticultist said this on May 19, 2010 at 12:41 am | Reply

14. ****Falls off his chair laughing****

 BranManFloMore said this on May 19, 2010 at 12:49 am | Reply

15. OMG HALP when I saw Plautus Satires video I nearly died of laughter! As much as it bashes more proof, this is without any doubt evidence

that Peter Merola did talk to Plautus through that e-mail.

I’m still laughing even hours later. TZM/TVP is a joke movement I hope TZM/TVP can stick arond to be the butt of the internet jokes, they are
the conspiracy theorist joke land of them all.

 Billll said this on May 19, 2010 at 12:56 am | Reply

16. billl and codie vickers thanks for promoting zeitgeist movement and venus project…oh and I don’t know what you are trying to pull off here but

those 2 accounts that represent themselves as anonymous are just billl and codie, not the whole anon community, so, fail…

 I am a dick head said this on May 19, 2010 at 2:29 pm | Reply

you seem pretty sure about that.

But without evidence you’re just guessing and hoping you are right.

let us know when you got evidence.

 anticultist said this on May 19, 2010 at 3:40 pm | Reply

oh yes I did it you caught me! *clap* *clap* *clap* =P no to be honest I ave been pretty booked with work, learning, and

programming, I only wish I could take credit…

 Billll said this on May 19, 2010 at 6:45 pm | Reply
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Yeah Im sure I will get the fucking blame at some point, and then they will start blaming conspiracy science, and then perhaps
Brenton Eccles or Branman, and then maybe they will think of someone else who dissents. Its fucking nothing but clutching at
straws.

 anticultist said this on May 19, 2010 at 7:38 pm

17. 

Anonymous is trying to expose VTV now and yeah, I wouldn’t be surprised if these sock-puppet accounts are his.

 BranManFloMore said this on May 19, 2010 at 3:59 pm | Reply

hahah check this out from their utube account:

voiceofreason467 (1 day ago) posted:
The first video I saw known as Zeitology 101 of yours got me to actually thinking. But then I started watching your other

video’s where you essentially start going off on some random ad hominem’s, faulty generalizations and even speculating
accusations.
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Talk about pwnd !!!

 anticultist said this on May 19, 2010 at 6:00 pm | Reply

18. I found it amazing that he would build the nerve to even try to confront Anon on their channel when you see Keith Truth exposing him being a

racist. Then he (Keith Truth) says that this is what the Zeitgeist Movement creates – I’m paraphrasing. And he may have a point if one tries to

connect the dots with people like him and knowing Jacque Fresco’s KKK background. And now I see why you think Jacque Fresco is a racist
period. So, if someone accused TZM being racists, prejudice, whatever, people will see why such comments come about. And that Jay-Z song

is dope son! Anon is not backing down, this is so amusing.

 BranManFloMore said this on May 19, 2010 at 6:37 pm | Reply

19. LOL… I was a trained killer in U.S. Army Special Forces during the Viet Nam war, and now I am a complete pacifist who will not even
defend myself, although I could easily enough. If anything in the past means anything about now, then everyone is fixed and unable to radically

change with new information and experience. I don’t care about those who are against the Zeitgeist Movement and Venus Project, I care for all
of us regardless of present opinions, because we can all change and we will, like it or not. The world won’t let us stay fixed, interior or exterior.

The ZM and VP are, at the present moment, the only people who are trying to find alternatives to our ecologically dysfunctional world and the

slaughter and mayhem which seems continuous somewhere on the planet.

 Roan Carratu said this on May 30, 2010 at 3:43 am | Reply

I appreciate your conversion to pacifist, but let me lay it straight.

TVP/TZM are not the only option, far from it. They have hi jacked other ideas and movements and formulated their own agenda and are

attempting to take sole credit.
They and their members frequently make this audacious claim that they are the only option, simply put this is Bullshit.

 anticultist said this on May 30, 2010 at 8:51 am | Reply

BS indeed. When alternatives are brought up, they are most likely moved to the MISC. FORUMS so that it becomes

discouraged within the movement to look at other things/projects that can help humanity. It’s sad really, it’s all a popularity contest
with them. Nothing more.
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 BranManFloMore said this on May 30, 2010 at 9:37 pm

20. “The ZM and VP are, at the present moment, the only people who are trying to find alternatives to our ecologically dysfunctional

world and the slaughter and mayhem which seems continuous somewhere on the planet.”

The opposite. They are not only not the only people, they aren’t doing that, they are only pretending to do that and in fact if you pay attention
the word is to wait until AFTER COLLAPSE until doing anything in the real world.

In fact, they are not any kind of problem solvers and any idea you have that they are going to help the world is a delusion, and a misreading of
their literature.

 prometheuspan said this on June 17, 2010 at 4:40 am | Reply

21. hahaha get a load of this:

5- Anon Abusers

Anonymous is an internet meme, a “virtual person” or collective of people who have individually acted to expose what they view
as bad things on the internet– such as child pornography, and claims of abuses by the Church of Scientology. For more

information, see the wikipedia article.

Given the nature of the meme, it’s possible for some people to use the Anonymous name for their own purposes, which is to some

extent in keeping with the original intent. When it’s done individually, it’s not dishonest. But when a person implies that the group in

general supports what they are doing, it’s not necessarily so. That appears to be what MattG and Anticultist are going– using the
Anonymous name to cover their attacks on members of the Zeitgeist Movement, and to imply by association that what they are

doing is similar to, and supported by, the people who did the work on Scientology.
MattG

MattG identified himself as Matthew Greene. He revealed his name here:

http://www.thezeitgeistmovement.com/joomla/index.php?
option=com_kunena&Itemid=99999&func=view&catid=60&id=221833#221873

Searches reveal that he is a founding member of the 4allofus.com web site (mattg@4allofus.com). He also appears to be behind
the anon4allofus sites such as:
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http://anon4allofus.hopto.org/

Matt appears to live near Yorkshire, UK.

MattG reveals his name, location, and troubles with the UK legal system here:

http://www.rbose.org/logs/RBOSE/%23RBOSE.log.2010-05-28
One Response to “5- Anon Abusers”

1.

Ed V. says:
August 10, 2010 at 7:49 pm

Some great detective work. I strongly suspected as well that anti-cultist is involved with those anonymous YouTube users. The
information, ideas, concepts, language is strikingly similar and sometimes they follow up on each other with videos/blog posts

rather quickly. It’s obvious there’s a group out there actively trying to smear Peter Joseph and the Zeitgeist movement.

Reply

Honestly this is too funny, people were warning me I would be blamed for this, plus I dont even know who the hell Matt g is but i am willing to

bet he is not too pleased these people are trashing him in public for something he most likely is not doing. Just a heads up for anyone interested
in reading this, I am contacted by an anonymous email account in my own anticultist email. I still do not know who they are after talking for

months with them, much in the same way I have no idea who Euripide Sneed is and i contact them in the same manner. Anonymous do use my
material and do ask my opinions on things for their videos, so all the above is only because I know whats coming next regarding a few of their

videos content. So there you go, oh and for the sake of the curious yes I have IP searched and they are from all over the place when they come

in. This post is what is called bad speculation, but I dont mind being blamed for those videos as they are rather funny.

Taken from here:

http://rbose.wordpress.com/4-anon-abusers/

 anticultist said this on August 11, 2010 at 1:19 am | Reply
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I am left to suggest one thing: Re-Structure The Zeitgeist Movement without TVP’s/Fresco’s establishment.
Venus project using their non profit company for a profit

The Venus Projects 990 EZ forms – expenses and income info [IRS audit info also]
TVP & TZM do not do charity nor have they ever done it
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